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Abstra t. Developing mathemati al models that represent physi al devi es is a diÆ ult and time onsuming task. In this paper, we present a
hybrid approa h to modeling that ombines ma hine learning methods
with knowledge from a human domain expert. Spe i ally, we propose a
system for automati ally revising an initial model provided by an expert
with an equation dis overy program that is tightly onstrained by domain knowledge. We apply our system to learning an improved model of
a battery on the International Spa e Station from telemetry data. Our
results suggest that this hybrid approa h an redu e model development
time and improve model quality.

1 Introdu tion
Building a urate mathemati al models of physi al devi es is an important engineering task. For example, engineers at NASA have developed detailed models
that des ribe the ele tri al power system on the International Spa e Station
(ISS). The engineers use these models for many tasks in luding mission planing,
monitoring, and fault diagnosis [3, 4℄. Be ause the omponents on the spa e station are run lose to operating limits, the models must be very a urate as there
is little room for error.
However, a urately modeling a physi al devi e is a diÆ ult problem for several reasons. First and foremost, devi e modeling is an inverse problem that
involves reasoning ba kward from observations on a devi e's behavior to possible equations that may have generated the data. Se ond, our knowledge of
most devi es is in omplete. For instan e, engineers ommonly assume onstant
operating onditions for variables whose a e t is not fully understood. Finally,
devi e modeling involves many pra ti al diÆ ulties. For example, data for model
development is often available only for a limited range of onditions and may not
over the deployed situation. This is espe ially true for ISS omponents whose
operating onditions annot be easily dupli ated. Additionally, testing a omponent on a lab ben h will not a ount for intera tions with nearby devi es, or
hanges as the devi e ages.
If the stru ture of the model is known, i.e. the forms of the equations but
without spe i values for parameters, many te hniques an learn the missing
parameter values from data. However, a more likely situation is that the stru ture of the equations, and perhaps even the set of relevant variables, are not

ompletely known. This leaves the engineer with the diÆ ult task of building an
appropriate model manually from domain prin iples and their intuition.
Building models manually is an iterative and time onsuming pro ess whereby
an engineer may spe ify an initial model, tune its parameters, and then test it
against data. If the model's performan e is inadequate, the engineer will revise
the model and repeat the pro ess until she is sure that the model is a urate
enough for its intended task. This trial and error approa h is umbersome, espe ially with large numbers of parameters or possible model stru tures.
An alternative is to rely on omputational approa hes to automati ally disover a model. For example, equation dis overy programs, su h as Ba on [5℄ and
LaGramge [8℄, take data in the form of observations and attempt to nd equations that govern the relationship between independent and dependent variables.
This approa h is appealing be ause it automates mu h of the modeling pro ess.
However, equation dis overy methods an su er from very large sear h spa es
and require strong onstraints to limit the sear h spa e [8℄
In this paper, we propose and formalize a hybrid modeling te hnique that
ombines the engineer's knowledge about the devi e with ma hine learning methods. In parti ular, we use engineering knowledge to onstrain the sear h for better
models and we use omputational dis overy programs to manage sear h, parameter tting, and model s oring. We believe this approa h has several advantages.
From the engineer's perspe tive a hybrid approa h would allow them to fo us
on identifying possible re nements and to explore a wider set than ould be
done manually. From a omputational perspe tive, domain knowledge massively
onstrains the sear h spa e and makes equation dis overy feasible.
We demonstrate this hybrid approa h by revising battery models to better
explain real world behavior. In the next se tion, we begin by des ribing a simple
battery model and showing how an engineer might revise it to explain omplex
non-linear behavior. In Se tion 3 we present our method for ombining equation
dis overy and ba kground knowledge. In Se tion 4 we evaluate our method on
revising the simple battery model and show that mu h of the non-linearity an
be re overed. In Se tion 5, we test our approa h on improving battery models for
the International Spa e Station from telemetry data. We then dis uss limitations
and related work, and on lude with a dis ussion of future resear h.

2 An Engineering Approa h to Model Revision
Iterative re nement is a ommon engineering approa h for modeling a devi e.
An engineer starts with an initial model that is not perfe t, but explains mu h of
the existing behavior. Next, the engineer makes su essive hanges to the model
to improve its predi tive power. In this se tion, we give an example of this
pro ess from battery modeling. Although battery models have existed for many
years, they are omplex ele tro- hemi al devi es that are not well understood.
Battery modeling is an a tive resear h area and new models are ontinually
being published.
Figure 1 shows a simple battery model drawn as an equivalent ele tri ir uit.
In the model, V b represents the battery voltage of an ideal ell. The term Rs

represents a resistor onne ted in series to the battery ell and models the battery's internal resistan e to urrent ow when the ir uit is ompleted. The term
Rp is a resistor onne ted in parallel to the battery ell and represents resistan e
to self-dis harge. In this model, V b , Rp , and Rs are onstants and annot be
dire tly observed. The state of harge (so ) of the battery is a measure of the
total ele tri harge stored.
To omplete the ele tri ir uit, the battery must be onne ted to another
devi e, whi h we will all a ontroller. For this paper, we assume that the ontroller is an a tive devi e that regulates the harging and dis harging of the
battery. It harges the battery at onstant urrent, and dis harges at onstant
resistive load. The battery intera ts with the ontroller through i and Vt , whi h
are respe tively the urrent into (or out of) the battery and the voltage at the
battery terminals. The variables i, Vt , and so are observable.1
Fig. 1.

A battery model.
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Although this omponent model appears simple, it maps onto a omplex
set of equations that govern the input/output relationships of the battery. The
terminal voltage, Vt is determined by Equation 1 during harge and Equation 2
during dis harge. The battery's state of harge is modeled by Equation 3, whi h
is a di erential equation that states the rate of hange is equal to the urrent
ow minus loss through the resistor Rp .

Vt harge = V b + i  Rs
Vt dis harge = VR b + RRload
s
load
Æso = i V b
Æt
R
p

(1)
(2)
(3)

This model an explain mu h of a battery's behavior, but it is not adequate
for many appli ations. Chan and Sutanto [2℄ point out several de ien ies and
suggest modi ations to improve its delity.2 First, the model fails to explain
1

2

State of harge may not be observable in some batteries. For our work modeling
omponents on the spa e station, the batteries are Ni kel-Hydrogen pressure ells
and so an be indire tly observed through the battery's temperature and pressure.
In their paper, Chan and Sutanto examine ve histori al models and point out their
de ien ies before suggesting an improved model. The model in Figure 1 is not
identi al to any of the ve models, but has many ommon elements.

hanges su h as the apparent series resistan e, Rs , depending on whether the
battery is harging or dis harging. They suggest an improvement where Rs is
equivalent to a resistor R during harge and a resistor Rd during dis harge. Se ond, the model ignores dependen e of battery properties on the state of harge.
For example, real batteries be ome mu h more diÆ ult to harge when they are
nearly full ompared to when they are empty. This ould be represented in the
model by having R be a monotoni ally in reasing fun tion of so . In general,
all of the terms V b , Rp , R , and Rd will depend on battery properties and are
not onstants.
Chan and Sutanto fo used their paper by modeling a spe i battery from a
given manufa turer. They made R , Rd , and Rp fun tions of V b , whi h in turn
depended on so . Although there is some expe tation about the general shape
of these fun tions, the exa t forms were not known and they resorted to the
manufa turer's test data to provide the fun tions empiri ally. Figure 2 shows
the fun tional forms with the dependent variable on the y axis.
The urves in Figure 2 an be obtained by performing in depth battery
testing, ideally for ea h spe i physi al devi e. However, some tests an be destru tive and shorten the lifespan of the battery, su h as those involving deep
dis harge. Manufa turers often provide these urves for a typi al battery, but
they are not spe i to an individual physi al devi e and may not over the
relevant operating onditions or external e e ts. This provides a perfe t opportunity for ma hine learning te hniques to improve existing models by allowing
adaptation in response to observational data.
Dependen e of battery parameters on other variables. (a) R , Rd , and Rp versus
V b . Resistan e is s aled by the maximum observed value. (b) V b versus so .

Fig. 2.
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3 Combining Equation Dis overy with Knowledge
Our goal is to help the engineer with the revision pro ess and to support the
types of re nements des ribed in the previous se tion. We envision a system
where the user an input information about their modeling problem, data on

the spe i devi e they are modeling, and the system would suggest several
revisions to the model that better explain the observed data.
The key insight of our work is that engineers will not suggest arbitrary
hanges to a model. Although they may not know the exa t hanges that need
to be made, they have a good idea of where their model is wrong be ause they
know the approximations and assumptions made in the model's development.
We feel this knowledge an be leveraged by omputational tools.

3.1 Problem De nition
We state our problem as follows:

{
{
{
{

Given: an initial set of equations des ribing the system's behavior;
Given: data on the observable variables in the equations;
Given: knowledge about the equations and how they might be modi ed;
Find: an improved model that better explains the data.

Knowledge about the equations takes two forms in our urrent system. First,
the user an spe ify plausible values for parameters su h as a valid range or
an initial guess. For example, in the battery model in Figure 1 the user an
state that Rs is between 0 and 10 ohms with an initial guess of 0.1. Se ond,
the user an spe ify that a term, whi h is a parameter in the initial model, may
fun tionally depend on other variables in the analysis. The user an also spe ify
a set of plausible independent variables as well as possible fun tional forms. For
example, we may believe that V b is not a onstant and is possibly a quadrati
or sigmoidal fun tion of other variables su h as so or temperature.
Our problem de nition is stated as a \single shot" pro ess that is solved
on e, but learly re nement an be iterative. Often the errors from one stage of
revision will suggest new re nements that an further improve the model. This
leads to a set of relevant models, ea h progressively explaining more of the data.

3.2 Transformation into Equation Dis overy
We transform our problem into an equation dis overy task. We use Lagramge [8℄,
whi h is a program for equation dis overy that an nd both ordinary di erential
equations and regular algebrai equations that des ribe the data. Lagramge uses
a ontext-free grammar to de ne a spa e of possible equations that may explain
the observed data. Lagramge sear hes through the spa e of equations de ned by
the grammar, evaluates ea h andidate model on the data, and returns the best
models a ording to a s ore fun tion.
As an example, onsider the grammar in Table 1 (taken from [8℄) whi h
represents all equations that an be formed with the symbols +, , , and
. The start state is E whi h an be expanded into three expressions E + F ,
E F , or F . The non-terminal symbols in ea h of these expressions an further
be expanded until only the symbols, onst and v , remain. The symbol onst
represents a onstant parameter and v is expanded into a variable in the data.

Table 1.

Grammar for arithmeti expressions.

E ! E+F j E F j F
F !F T j F T j T
T ! onst j v j (E)
The number of equations that an be produ ed by most grammars is huge
and, without strong onstraints on what an be generated, the sear h spa e
qui kly explodes. For example, four expansions of the grammar in Table 1 results
in 36 di erent expressions. However, ve expansions results in 7,300 expressions,
and six expansions results in 14,674,005 expressions [8℄.
Our system takes the knowledge spe i ed by the engineer and ompiles a
highly onstrained grammar to sear h for revisions of the initial model. The
knowledge is transformed a ording to the following rules:

{ the initial equation be omes the starting state of the grammar;
{ variable dependen ies are en oded as symbol expansions in the grammar;
{ knowledge about the values of onstant parameters are passed to Lagramge
to be used in parameter tting.

For example, if we believe that V b may depend on the variables time, so , and
temperature, with possible forms that are sigmoidal or linear (in one or two
variables), we obtain the following produ tions for the grammar:

V b ! onst1 + onst2 =(1 + e(X onst3 ) onst4 ) j
onst1 + onst2 X + onst3 X j
onst1 + onst2 X
X ! vtemperature j vso j vtime
To sele t the best revision produ ed with the grammar, we use Lagramge's minimum des ription length (MDL) s ore fun tion, whi h evaluates a andidate
model by taking into onsideration both the sum of squared error on the training set and the omplexity of the model (the size of its parse tree).

4 Revising a Battery Model with Syntheti Data
To demonstrate the feasibility of our revision approa h, we used syntheti data to
test our system's ability to re ne initial models. Syntheti data lets us ompare
the dis overed hanges with the true stru ture and ontrol for data quality issues
that o ur with real sensor data, su h as missing values and noise.
We used the nal model des ribed in Se tion 2 to generate syntheti data by
simulating it in Matlab with an ordinary di erential equation solver (ode113).
We assumed that the ontroller y les and harges the battery at onstant urrent followed by dis harge at onstant resistive load (Rload = 2 ). We examined
two ases: (1) Charging o urs with urrent i = 3A. This results in steady y ling

of so from about 98% to 73%. (2) Charging o urs with urrent i = 2A. This
results in a gradual loss of so whi h drops from 92% to 30%. For ea h of the
ases we generated data for 1000 time points (8 y les). We added an irrelevant
variable, temperature, whi h varied sinusoidally with a period mat hed to the
harge-dis harge y les.
As the initial model we used Equations 1 to 3 with all parameters onsidered
onstants. We tried a simple s enario in whi h an engineer might believe that
Rs and Rp are well modeled as onstants, but that V b ould depend on other
variables su h as temperature, so , or time, with a fun tional form that is a
polynomial (up to third degree) or a sigmoid. Table 2 shows the statements that
formally spe ify these notions.
Table 2.

Knowledge about the initial equations.

statement
Rp ! onst[0:200:100℄;

meaning
Rp should be in the range [0,200℄ and the
initial guess is 100.
Rs ! onst[0:100:1℄;
Rs should be in the range [0,100℄ and the
initial guess is 1.
V b.variables ! temp, so , time;
V b might depend on variables temperature, so , time.
V b.forms ! onstant, linear, quadrati , Possible forms for V b are onstant, linubi , sigmoid;
ear, quadrati , ubi , and sigmoid.

The statements in Table 2 were ompiled into a grammar and then used as
an input to Lagramge. During exe ution, Lagramge expands the grammar and
examines 13 di erent revisions. The best revision a ording to Lagramge's MDL
s ore fun tion is expanding V b to be a linear fun tion of so . Figure 3a shows the
target signal, and Figure 3b and shows the re onstru tion error for the initial
and revised models. The results indi ate that the revised model was better able
to re onstru t the signal.
Although the revised model redu ed the error for ase 1, the error was still
sizeable. We performed another re nement iteration and we let Rs depend the
variables time, temperature, or so with a polynomial form. We re ompiled the
grammar le and reran Lagramge, whi h explored 240 possible revisions and
suggested expanding R as a quadrati fun tion of so . Figure 3d shows the
redu ed error of this new revision ompared with the rst re nement.
Equations 4 and 5 show the nal results and the revisions have learly moved
the initial model loser to the urves in Figure 2. The linear expansion of V b on
so partially re onstru ts the urve in Figure 2b, and the quadrati expansion
of R attempts to model the sharp in rease in R with in reases in so .

Vt harge = (5:84 + 0:00451so ) + i  (0:145 0:00527so + 4:90E 5so 2)
Vt dis harge = (5:41 + 0:00876so )  2=(2 + 0:00495)

(4)
(5)

Original signal and re onstru tion error. (a) Target Vt . (b) Re onstru tion
error on ase 1 for the rst re nement. ( ) Re onstru tion error on ase 2 for the rst
re nement. (d) Re onstru tion error on ase 1 for the se ond re nement.
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Finally, we note that the parameters in the linear equations that represent V b
di er slightly in the ase of harge and dis harge. This is aused by a limitation
of Lagramge, whi h its authors are addressing.

5 Modeling Batteries on the Spa e Station
Our experiments revising battery models on syntheti data showed that we ould
re ne initial models to explain omplex, non-linear behavior. In this se tion, we
apply our approa h to battery models for the International Spa e Station with
real telemetry data to show that it an develop a urate models and is robust
to data quality problems.
We modeled the batteries for a single power hannel on the spa e station.
Within a power hannel there are three battery units that ea h ontain two sets
of 36 ni kel-hydrogen ells. We treated the entire olle tion of 216 ells as a single
battery, and here we fo us on modeling the battery's terminal voltage Vt .
We have telemetry data for 24 hours with samples approximately every ten
se onds. Only a fra tion of the ells are instrumented with sensors, so we averaged readings from six ells to obtain the battery's temperature and pressure.
We estimated the state of harge by the ratio of pressure to temperature. The

urrent and voltage were available for ea h group of 36 ells (six total) and we
summed and averaged them to get total urrent and terminal battery voltage.
The data are very poor quality and su ers from several problems. First, the
signals for the observed variables have many dropouts for long time periods and
this a e ts approximately 1=4 of all time points. Se ond, be ause of bandwidth
limitations, the signals are en oded at low resolution. For example, the sensors
an only report urrent ow to the nearest Ampere. Finally, the data shows
eviden e of non-Gaussian noise that manifests itself as large spikes in the signal.
We linearly interpolated the data to register time points at ten se ond intervals and to impute missing values. Figure 4a shows the target variable Vt
after this pro essing. We divided the data into a training set, of approximately
three quarters of the data (data before the dashed line in Figure 4a), and a
test set onsisting of the remaining data. We used Equations 1, 2, and 3 for our
initial model. As possible re nements, we let V b be a fun tion of the variables
temperature, pressure, or so with possible fun tional forms that are polynomial (up to third degree), sigmoidal, or linear in two variables. We let Rs depend
on the same variables with a polynomial form.
Lagramge explores 6859 revisions and takes approximately nine hours of
omputation time on an 1.5 Ghz Pentium 4. The top ranked revision, shown
in Equations 6 and 7, modi es the initial model by representing V b as a linear
fun tion of so . Figure 4b shows the predi tion error on the test data whi h is
mu h smaller than the error of the initial model.

Vt harge = (36:2 + 76:2  so ) i  0:214
Vt dis harge = (20:3 + 36:2  so )  5:77=(2:60 + 0:408)

(6)
(7)

Table 3 shows summary statisti s for the initial model and the top three revisions
returned by Lagramge. These results indi ate that the revised models greatly
improved the test error ompared with the initial model. The mean squared
error (MSE) for the revised models are approximately one third that of the initial
model. However, MSE is sensitive to outliers, so we also report mean absolute
error, whi h is more robust. On this measure the revised models all obtained an
average error of about one volt. This is surprisingly good, onsidering that the
individual sensors only resolve to one volt. Finally, the di eren e in predi tive
performan e between the revised models is not substantial. Be ause the se ond
and third models add extra omplexity but do not signi antly improve the
models, they are rated worse with Lagramge's MDL s ore fun tion.

6 Limitations
We demonstrated with experiments that our system ould su essfully re ne
initial models to better explain data. However, our revision approa h has four
important limitations that we dis uss here.
First, our system fo uses the sear h for better models by exploring revisions
that are near an initial model. This provides tremendous power if the true model

Table 3. Error statisti s on the training and test data: Lagramge's MDL s ore, mean
squared error (MSE), and mean absolute error.

Training
MDL MSE

Initial Model
V b , R , and Rd are onstants
n.a.
Best Revised Models
1. V b is a linear fun tion of so .
2.65
2. V b and Rd are linear fun tions of so . 2.67
3. V b is a linear fun tion of so ; Rd is 2.68
a linear fun tion of temperature.
Fig. 4.
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is lose to the initial model. However, if the true model is stru turally very different, then sear hing near the initial model will not nd the ne essary revisions.
Se ond, our system depends on an expert to suggest plausible fun tional
forms that may explain the values of dependent variables in the initial model.
Again, this provides tremendous power if the expert provides spe i forms that
losely mat h behavior in the real physi al devi e. However, our experiments
suggest that our system may be robust to mis-spe i ation. On syntheti data,
our system was still able to signi antly improve the initial model even though
none of the fun tional forms exa tly mat hed the relationships in Figure 2. On
real data, even though we have a limited knowledge of battery dynami s, the
forms we suggested were apable of greatly lowering the predi tion error.
Third, the suggested revisions are onditional on the data seen and may not
generalize well to new operating onditions. For example, the models in Se tion 4
were revised on data that represented a battery whose state of harge varied from
98% to 30%. The revised model may not perform well outside this region, su h
as at very low harge levels. This limitation is not unique to our system, but
applies to all indu tion algorithms.
Finally, Lagramge took over nine hours to revise the battery model for the
spa e station. This is learly too slow to support iterative and intera tive re ne-

ment with an engineer. We are examining methods to speed up Lagramge with
te hniques su h as error bounds to qui kly eliminate poor andidates.

7 Related Work
Our approa h builds on re ent work by Todorovski and Dzeroski [9℄ who proposed revising a mathemati al model by providing Lagramge with a grammar
that en odes a spe i set of hanges. They allowed Lagramge to re t the value
of a known onstant based on the data, and they supported repla ing a polynomial in the original equation with a polynomial of arbitrary degree (on the same
variables). In their appli ation, a major goal was minimal hange with the initial
model and so they examine ea h revision separately and then onsider only a
few ombinations.
Our appli ation area of modeling engineering devi es, spe i ally the devi es
on the spa e station, has driven our work in a slightly di erent dire tion. We start
with the assumption that the model is wrong, be ause of approximations and
the di erent operating onditions in orbit, and that the engineers an (mostly)
identify the parts of the model that need to be revised. Be ause of these assumptions we allow a far greater number of revisions to the model. Spe i ally,
we allow revisions involving a variety of fun tional forms, we allow the forms
to depend on di erent sets of variables, and we onsider all hanges at on e to
at h intera tions.
Bradley, Easley, and Stolle [1℄ developed PRET a program that automati ally
tries to nd an ordinary di erential equation model of a physi al system. It
in orporates domain knowledge in its sear h pro ess but does not attempt to
revise an initial equation.
Finally, we have fo used on developing interpretable and transparent models
that an be examined by the engineer. An alternative approa h is bla k box te hniques, su h as neural networks (e.g., [6℄), whi h model a devi e's input/output
behavior without attempting to nd a on ise mathemati al des ription. Neural
networks are not always appli able be ause they are not transparent and are
diÆ ult to verify. However, re ently Saito et al. [7℄ have started to address this
drawba k in the ontext of revision by examining methods using neural networks
to learn interpretable stru tures.

8 Con lusions and Future Work
We presented an approa h for ombining ma hine learning methods with an
engineers knowledge to revise models of physi al devi es. The engineer spe i es
an initial model and possible revisions to that model and we ombine this with
an equation dis overy program to manage the sear h pro ess. Our experiments
showed that we ould su essful revise models of physi al devi es from noisy
sensor data and substantially improve their a ura y.
Our work represents a rst step toward a omputer assisted environment for
revising physi al devi e models. We believe this approa h is promising and may

speed model development by relieving the engineer of tedious omputational
tasks. We also believe this approa h may lead to better models by allowing
exploration of a wide set of re nements and adaptation to observed data.
There are many dire tions for future work and we highlight three areas: First,
we intend to apply our approa h to improving models of other omponents on the
spa e station. Se ond, we intend to expand the types of qualitative knowledge
that an engineer an spe ify to onstrain the sear h spa e. For example, in
addition to spe ifying a set of relevant variables, the engineer an also spe ify
the general e e t of those variables. For instan e, in our battery model Rs should
in rease with so as it be omes progressively more diÆ ult to harge a battery
as it nears maximum apa ity. We an eliminate models without this behavior.
Finally, we intend to explore how the engineer an intera t with the sear h
pro ess, possibly by spe ifying a sear h order or viewing intermediate results
and sele ting parti ular paths to follow.
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